Temptation: In the Desert (Daily Gospel Book 8)

Introduction This is the eighth volume in the Daily Gospel series. The purpose of this series
is to introduce timely topics from the Gospel, which integrate critical values we face in the
digital age. The purpose of this series is to introduce appropriate topics from the Gospel,
which incorporate critical values we face in the digital age.The Daily Gospel series follows the
Catholic Churchâ€™s liturgical calendar and seeks to offer small portions of the Gospel on a
daily basis. The Daily Gospel has been at the heart of the Catholic Church for many centuries,
but we have now entered a digital age. This has not changed the desire the faithful have for
listening to the Gospel, but only the medium by which they find the word of God and apply it
to their lives. This series of reflections dedicated to the Daily Gospel as given to us by the
Catholic Church by the Bishops is hoped to be another means that the faithful can retrieve the
Gospel thru various electronic media: Kindle, iPhone, tablets and iPad. Jesus is baptized by
John, and the Holy Spirit drives him into the desert confront his eternal adversary. Jesus
dedicates himself to the task at hand and fasts for forty days and forty nights. He undergoes a
testing, but he overcomes his enemy because he remains close to God. (Mk. 1:12-15) There
are frightening things we encounter in our life. The more we enter into the world, the more we
discover what we havenâ€™t known before. Only thru the grace of God and the power of the
Spirit, like Jesus, are we guaranteed victory over all of our spiritual foes. All of our ancestors
in the Church, every Saint that has ever lived looked to Jesus who first allowed himself to be
driven into the midst of their enemies and escaped victorious thru being obedient to the
Spiritâ€™s gift of fortitude and counsel. Every year we face new challenges that we
hadnâ€™t seen before. By keeping our heart in the hands of God, we can allow him to
enlighten us and direct us in the way that is pleasing to him. Let us become familiar with his
ways so that we can be more and more a reflection of the Incarnate Word in our lives, thru
grace and prayer. The Daily Gospel series follows the Catholic Churchâ€™s liturgical
calendar and seeks to offer small portions of the Gospel on a daily basis. Into the desert At
once the Spirit drove him out into the desert, (Mk. 1:12) As soon as Jesus is baptized he is led
into the desert by the Holy Spirit. This was one of the most significant events in the life of
Jesus. Countless numbers of Christians have found strength and inspiration thru this event in
the life of Jesus. The Holy Spirit drives Jesus away from the city and away from the
commotion of Jerusalem into a deserted place where he is alone with God and the tempter.
The spiritual life is comfortable when we are surrounded by the comforts and delicacies that
the world has to offer. All good things that the world offers are sometimes just a distraction to
the greatest good that God can provide and that is intimate communion in prayer and faith.
These interior joys can only be experienced at the highest cost to oneself. Jesus will later tell
his disciples that those who want to follow him must take up their Cross. Now he is giving
them an example in which anyone can follow, since he will leave them the Holy Spirit that
will lead them to â€œall truth.â€•
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the drbroumand.com website. the Spirit into the wilderness, where for forty days he was
tempted by the devil. Book of Deuteronomy, these forty years were a time of testing and
temptation While the Gospel of Mark contents itself with saying that Jesus was tempted.
Chapter Jesus Is Tempted-New Testament Stories. Jesus went into the wilderness to be with
God. The Savior Matthew â€“11 (see footnotes 8a and 9a).
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